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“The opportunity for lasting change
has never been greater. We need to
listen so we are clearly aware of the
unique inequities faced by different
communities; we need to understand
the data and historical context so we
can unpack why these inequities exist
in our industry; and we need to act
with bold, intentional strategies
to help to address inequities in our
industry in a sustainable way.”
MyKhanh Shelton
SVP, Workforce and Production
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Every day, our people
at WarnerMedia are
helping us drive change.
Here are a few of our
changemakers in 2020.

“I’M PASSIONATE ABOUT
THE OPPORTUNITY GAMES
PROVIDE TO BRING DIVERSE
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES
TO LIFE. WE COLLABORATE WITH
CONSULTANTS TO WEAVE IN
AUTHENTIC REPRESENTATION
ACROSS CULTURES, GENDERS,
LGBTQ+ AND DISABILITIES.”

“It’s incredibly exciting to build
alongside a technology team
that is redefining the future of
storytelling. But it’s even more
inspiring to work alongside
people who are committed to
amplifying the voices around them.
The support our AAPI community
received this year is a great
example of that.”

“Diverse finance organizations
thrive in times of uncertainty
because you have varying
perspectives at the table
challenging the status quo.”
Lisa Griffin
SVP, Chief Financial Officer
WBTV & Studio Ops

Rob Shepherd
Executive Producer
Warner Bros. Games

Richard Tom
Chief Technology Officer

WE ARE CHANGEMAKERS
“I ensured that our HBO executives
who work in production received
training to understand the issues
our transgender and gender
nonconforming colleagues and
talent face.”
Ryan Hope
Producer, HBO

WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21

“I’m so proud to be
producing a Latin remake
of ‘Father of the Bride’ for
Warner Bros. starring Andy
Garcia and Gloria Estefan,
which pays homage to my
culture and heritage and at
the same time is universally
appealing to all audiences.”

“At HBO Max, we’ve been
weaving E&I into our daily
decision-making. So every
time we staff a show, or open
up our internships, we’re
asking ourselves how can we
be more equitable. This is
how we’re working to create
change across the spectrum.”
Sarah Aubrey
Head of Original
Programming, HBO Max

Workforce

Terra Potts
EVP Marketing
Warner Bros. Pictures

Paul Perez
Founder
Perez Pictures

Content

Programs

“Inclusive strategies are imperative
to delivering results, so we’ve
transformed multicultural
marketing into a top priority to help
deliver the best box-office results.”

Communities
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54%

OUR GLOBAL
WORKFORCE
GENDER

Global gender by level
Senior leadership
Men 54%
Women 46%
Management
Men 52%
Women 48%

Men

Non management
Men 55%
Women 45%

“In 2020, our global workforce
felt the effects of external
and internal change. The
pandemic and multiple rounds
of restructuring impacted
all of us. As we finished the
year, we saw that despite
all the change, our gender
and ethnicity representation
hadn’t regressed.

Global promotions and hires
Senior leadership
Men 48%
Women 52%
Management
Men 51%
Women 49%
Non-management
Men 56%
Women 44%

To have gone through all of
this while maintaining overall
representation, and increasing the
representation of women in senior
leadership, is a modest success.
While we recognize that gender
is not binary, in 2020 our gender
information was captured this way.
We are currently reframing how
we capture gender, including options
to select non-binary, not listed or
choose to not disclose.”
Christy Haubegger
EVP, Communications
and Chief Inclusion Officer

Total workforce
Men 54%
Women 46%

46%

Data as of 12.31.2020.
In 2018. our global gender representation
was men 54%/women 46%, as reported
in our 2018 Interim D&I Report, published
in September 2019.

Women
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0.1%
3%
3%

OUR 2020 U.S.
ETHNICITY & RACE
REPRESENTATION

Decline
to state

11%
Hispanic/Latinx

Two or
more races

U.S. ethnicity and race by level
Senior leadership (VP+)
White 72%
Asian American 10%
Black 7%
Hispanic/Latinx 6%
Decline to state 3%
Two or more races 2%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.3%
Native American/Native Alaskan 0.1%

Native American/
Native Alaskan

0.3%

Native Hawaiian/
Paciﬁc Islander

58%

12%

White

Black

1% 2% 0.11%
11%

0.3%
13%

2018
61%
11%

12%

Management
White 62%
Asian American 14%
Black 9%
Hispanic/Latinx 9%
Decline to state 3%
Two or more races 3%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.4%
Native American/Native Alaskan 0.1%
Non-management
White 54%
Asian American 11%
Black 15%
Hispanic/Latinx 13%
Decline to state 3%
Two or more races 3%
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.3%
Native American/Native Alaskan 0.1%

Asian American

Data as of 12.31.2018 as shared in our 2018
Interim D&I Report, published in September
2019. Figures may not sum due to rounding.
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OUR 2020
U.S. HIRES &
PROMOTIONS
Our strategy to create more equity
and inclusion across our enterprise
starts with our leadership team.
This is why you’ll notice the
most progress in our new hires
and promotions at the senior
leadership level. Notably, the
share of hires and promotions
within senior leadership going
to Black leaders was 12%, five
points higher than their share
of representation at that level.
This is a start. We’ll keep working
across the enterprise to ensure
equity at all levels.

7%

3% 0.2%

Two or
more races

Comparison of
senior leadership
vs. hires and
7%
promotions

Native American/
Native Alaskan

3% 2% 0.1%

6%

0.3%

Decline
to state

Senior
leadership
(VP+)

10%

12%

0.4%

6%

Native Hawaiian/
Paciﬁc Islander

72%

3%

7%

Hispanic/Latinx

50%

11%

0.5%

Senior
leadership
(VP+) hires &
promotions

12%

58%

White

14%

Black

Data as of 12.31.2020.
Figures here may not sum
to 100% due to rounding.
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Management
White 55%
Asian American 16%
Black 8%
Hispanic/Latinx 11%
Decline to state 6%
Two or more races 4%
Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander 0.6%
Native American/
Native Alaskan 0.3%

16%
Asian American

Workforce
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Non-management
White 46%
Asian American 16%
Black 13%
Hispanic/Latinx 13%
Decline to state 8%
Two or more races 3%
Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander 0.2%
Native American/
Native Alaskan 0.2%
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“THIS HORRIFIC
TRAGEDY
BROUGHT US
TOGETHER
TO LISTEN AND
UNDERSTAND”
Jason Kilar
CEO, WarnerMedia

On June 4, 2020, more than 12,000
employees joined WarnerMedia’s
first town hall on race. This was
part of ongoing conversation
and meaningful change

WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21
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“I never thought I would Immediate action
witness a company
To demonstrate our commitment,
we contributed to and supported
having an honest,
several organizations.
raw and in-depth
• 	We pledged $10 million in cash
conversation about
and in-kind services to social
justice organizations.
racism. This town hall
	
partners, such as Color of
ignited ongoing
• Our
Change and NAACP LDF, were
meaningful dialogue
given access to our platforms
that turned into action.” to amplify their messages.

shared their lived experiences.
They shared with courage and
vulnerability. Dr. Robin DiAngelo
joined to challenge every person
at the event to continually and
critically work against a racist
world view. Finally, Christy
Haubegger shared the actions
we were taking internally
and externally to create
systemic change.

Jason Kilar

But we know it’s just the start.
We have to keep challenging
ourselves. We have to keep
addressing our frameworks
if we want to see change.”

Carmen Davenporte-McNeal
Equity & Inclusion Communications
& Marketing Director

“The murder of George
Jason Kilar
Floyd in Minneapolis was
CEO, WarnerMedia
felt around the world.
When something so
material happens, it pauses
things. It gave a business
like ours the opportunity “It was affirming to hear
to listen and understand.
the shared experiences
The murder of George
of Black employees and
Floyd also intensified our
see how the reaction
efforts to enact change.
My immediate commitment was
to provide validation to our Black
team members. Their voices
matter. Their messages matter.
One of our early steps was to
host WarnerMedia’s first town
hall on race and racism. Here our
team members, including CNN’s
Van Jones and Laura Coates,

Dr. Kira Banks

• 	We expanded WarnerMedia’s

content innovation program
OneFifty with an additional
$500K to seed issue-focused
creative ideas from communities
who often go unheard.
John Amaechi

free for streaming for all U.S.
consumers in June 2020.

Carmen Davenporte-McNeal

Michael Quigley
EVP, Content Acquisitions for TNT,
TBS, truTV, HBO and HBO Max

Workforce

Ongoing support

An action plan

We wanted to help guide our people
and continue the conversation
beyond the town hall.

To ensure equity and inclusion are
core to our business priorities, we
shared the tenets of our strategy.

•

We
	 increased our counseling
resources for our workforce.

•

We
	 asked experts like racetrauma specialist Dr. Kira Banks
and psychologist John Amaechi
to host workshops and training
sessions for our teams, creators
and creative executives.

Michael Quigley

Content

Programs

Pay
We’re making adjustments to
ensure that people who are doing
the same job, with the same level of
experience, skills and performance
are not paid differently.
Accountability
We’ll be adjusting our internal
performance management process
to include how we perform on
inclusion initiatives.

• 	The film “Just Mercy” was made

of my colleagues, from
surprise to sympathy
to support, reminds us
all of the importance
of these conversations.”

WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21

Measurement
We know that what gets measured
gets done, so our diversity numbers
are included in the leadership
team’s weekly operational report,
along with financial and other
essential business metrics.

Transparency
We want our leadership team
to reflect the talent of our
community, so we’re sharing the
metrics of our race and ethnicity.
This will hold us accountable
as we focus on recruiting, hiring,
development and retention.

Communities

Development
We’re building our own talent
development programs focused
on increasing visibility, access and
opportunities for underrepresented
groups at all levels of the company.
Storytelling
The stories we tell, and who gets
to tell them, matters. We’re making
changes to ensure that we have
creators and stories that reflect
the breadth of our global audiences.
Training and education
The education we all need to
unravel a century’s history in our
industry is immense, so we are
expanding our inclusion learning
and development work.
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How do we
build change?

“IF YOU WANT
TO WIN ONCE,
YOU SET A GOAL,
IF YOU WANT
TO KEEP WINNING,
YOU CREATE
A SYSTEM”
Christy Haubegger
EVP, Communications and
Chief Inclusion Officer

WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21
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Our systems-focused, data-driven approach to equity and inclusion
starts with our team that works across the enterprise.

MYKHANH
SHELTON

SVP, Workforce and Production

SAMATA
NARRA

KAREN
HORNE
SVP, Pipeline Programs

SVP, Corporate
Social Responsibility

SVP, Content

“I’m looking at how we create
more equity across our
workforce. So the questions
I’m asking are how do we...
Examine the built landscape
to improve equity?
Foster a culture of inclusion
where difference is celebrated?
Build community so everyone
has a sense of belonging?
Strengthen our capabilities
to be equitable and inclusive?
Create safe, inclusive sets?
Measure our progress and
hold ourselves accountable?”

DENNIS
WILLIAMS

“My role is to cast the widest net
to find new talent. We know that
talent is distributed equally —
“We’re home to the world’s
“We know our business is a
best storytellers and content
but opportunity isn’t. So I’m
force for change. We operate
and we want to keep it that way. asking how do we…
in 57 countries and I’m asking
I’m asking how we can…
Make our programs more
questions such as how do we…
Attract the next generation of
accessible to more people?
Show up in our communities
fearless storytellers?
Share our resources across
to make real social impact?
Showcase stories that reflect the
more countries?
Use our resources and reach
complexity of our fans around
Grow new talent to help
to champion social justice?
the world?
them tell stories about their
Put our arms around our industry’s
Responsibly deliver innovative
lived experiences?”
creative and cultural institutions?
content experiences to a global
Continually ask ourselves
if we’re doing enough?”

audience?”
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JAMES
ANDERSON

Head of Corporate
Communications and Marketing

“Our work helps people around
the world see themselves.
So the questions I’m asking
are how do we…
Communicate authentically
and transparently?

ASIF
SADIQ

SVP, International

“We’re a global entertainment
company that can help people
from underrepresented
backgrounds thrive. So I’m
asking how do we…

Ensure our storytelling supports
our people?

Use our power of storytelling
to facilitate change?

Inspire more voices, more
perspectives and more ideas?

Build a global equity and
inclusion mindset with a tailored
local approach?

Best illustrate our efforts to
the world?”

Create a family-friendly culture
where everyone is supported?
Create synergy between our internal
and external equity efforts?”

Communities
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Creating
space.
Shaping
support
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To support our people in 2020,
we started by listening to what they
needed. Across the world, we hosted
opportunities for specific feedback and
clumsy conversations. What we heard
shaped the tools we created for change.
Like the HR Intensive on Race working
sessions to help our HR teams have
productive discussions about race.
Like Path to Equity, where entire business
units are offered shared frameworks and
language to create understanding.
Like Equity Mindset for Creative Leaders,
a program where writers, directors and
showrunners are given the tools to help
them run the safest, most inclusive sets.

Communities
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“There were many
challenges in 2020,
but the powerful and
beneficial outcome of
those challenges was an
openness and willingness
to speak about some of
society’s biggest issues.
But just because there’s a
willingness to talk about systemic
issues like racism doesn’t mean
that everyone can do it easily,
or comfortably or constructively.
It can be really daunting to have
conversations with Black colleagues
about race when you are white.
Or conversations about the
experiences women have when
you’re male, or the LGBTQ+
experience if you’re straight.

Jim Cummings
EVP, Chief Human
Resources Officer

What if you
don’t know how
to have tough
conversations?
WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21

Workforce

Real inclusivity, real diversity means
everyone. So we asked the Equity
and Inclusion team to create an
expert-led program that not only
gives people the tools and language
to have those conversations, but
also a space in which to be clumsy,
to ask difficult questions.
The HR Intensive on Race is a fourweek workshop program, run by four
different experts, that’s designed to
help our human resources teams
have conversations about emotional
issues. It helps us understand each
other better and ultimately build
better dialogue.
We’ve had a lot of feedback from our
team members who’ve completed
the program. Overwhelmingly
they’ve praised the practice the
sessions have given them — practice
to be more comfortable and
constructive in conversation about
topics that our society has simply
avoided talking about for too long.”
Jim Cummings
To help more teams have
constructive conversations,
WarnerMedia launched “Path to
Equity” in 2020. The three-stage
program, completed over three
weeks, is designed for entire
business units. This strategy ensures
buy-in from the top and that wider
teams have a shared language
and understanding that they can
apply to their work together.

Content

Programs

Communities
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What if your
glam squad
doesn’t
understand
your hair?

Robin Thede
Creator, showrunner,
executive producer,
actor, writer,
star “A Black Lady
Sketch Show”

“We see a lot of Black
celebrities on our screens
these days, and that’s
great. But what you’re not
seeing is that throughout
the industry, behind the
cameras, most crews do
not have many Black crew
members. This has a
material impact on the
Black actor and the work
they can do.
Here’s a really specific example:
hair and make-up. I cannot tell
you the number of times I’ve been
on set and there’s no barber for
Black men. And stylists, who don’t
understand their hair, sprinkle
water on it and these men then
look insane.

Or the number of times someone
has approached me with a bottle
of Aqua Net and a tiny comb and
I have run screaming.
An actor who cannot look the part,
cannot do their best work. If you’re
a carpenter, you don’t go to work
without your tools. This is the same
thing. It’s not being a diva. We can’t
do our best work without our tools.
This is not a case of ‘hire more
Black people on set because we
want more Black people on set.’
I’m saying hire more diverse crews
so they can better understand
the needs of the talent. More
showrunners, directors and talent
need to insist that their sets have
a diverse glam squad because
when they do, we will all be able
to do our best work. And that’s
to everyone’s benefit.”
Robin Thede
In 2020, WarnerMedia launched
“The Equity Mindset for Creative
Leaders.” Here showrunners,
producers and executives
convened for a first-of-its-kind,
multi-week program focused on
building safe, supportive and
accessible environments where
people can do their best work in
the writers’ room, on set and
across all parts of production.
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“My physical ability
changes from day to day.
Most days I can walk with
just my prosthesis, but
sometimes I need a cane,
and every so often, I’m not
able to walk at all. But even
if I can’t walk, I can still
work remotely.

What if your
disability
changes day
to day?

Before 2020, I had the flexibility
to work from home when I
needed to, but I missed out on
the benefits of being in the office
with my coworkers. If there was
any silver lining to 2020, it was the
rest of the world seeing how
productive remote work can be.
DiverseABILITIES is a business
resource group (BRG) that
advocates for people with
disabilities. And a big part of that
is advocating for remote work so
that we’re able to hire people with
disabilities for whom WarnerMedia
is otherwise inaccessible.

Diana Theobald
Senior Manager,
Creative D&I,
Cartoon Network
Studios & Warner
Bros. Animation
Burbank, CA
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Accessibility impacts our
customers as well. We try to
educate employees on what tools
people with disabilities use to
access our content. This led our
CNN BRG members to make CNN’s
website even easier for people
with vision loss to read using a
screen reader.
It’s been game-changing just
having a group to go to with my
specific accessibility gripes.
Even if the solve isn’t immediately
available, it’s empowering to
have the empathy (and leverage)
of a group backing me up.
I’ve also learned so much from
DiverseABILITIES about other
disabilities. The disability community
is incredibly diverse. We all have
different needs, but by coming
together, we can get more done
than we ever could alone.”
Diana Theobald
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Our business resource groups
are championing inclusion

Today, Native Americans are more
likely to be killed by the police or
die from untreated diseases than
any other ethnicity. What we’re
experiencing is a systematic wipeout
of a population that were once the
stewards of this land.
I’m a part of ARC (Asian Americans,
Pacific Islanders Representing
Change) and BE (Black
Empowerment). I’m currently
working on the intersection between
Blacks and Native Americans; part
of this was an open discussion on
their influence on Black Wall Street
for Juneteenth.

“Most of us are forced
to identify with being
either White, Black,
Hispanic or Asian.
The Native or Indigenous
voice is often overlooked,
especially in a workplace.

“I go by ‘they/them’
pronouns and the name
‘Andy,’ a gender-neutral
diminutive of my birth
name. Despite putting
in effort to present more
feminine at work, and
prominently displaying
my pronouns and name,
I still get a lot of ‘he’
and ‘Andrew.’”

WarnerMedia is the first place I’ve
felt comfortable being open about
my gender and sexuality. Shortly
after joining, I noticed how many
people had included their pronouns
in their Slack handles. Such a small
gesture made me feel like I was
surrounded by supportive people.

As a result of being more visible as
a transgender person in the workplace,
I feel like I’ve gained allies. I’ve seen
people become more receptive to
correction when they make mistakes.
I’ve found people who will have
my back, and even speak up for me.
Most importantly, it’s made me more
confident in who I am.”

I think it’s important to educate
people of the value of these
communities and the issues they face.
Without education and awareness,
funding and action is dismissed, and
problems will escalate.”

Andy Larkin
Senior Manager, Accessibility
Chicago, IL / New York, NY

Les Frye
Senior Administrative Assistant
Xandr, New York, NY

Workforce

Still, it can be exhausting, especially
during meetings where I don’t
always feel OK interrupting to
correct the person that misgendered
me or used the wrong name.

12 Business
Resource Groups
48+ chapters
7,000+ members

I’m part of PRISM, and for Transgender
Day of Visibility, we shared stories
of people’s experiences as transgender
or gender nonconforming. It made
me feel seen and valid. Giving people
a chance to celebrate who they are
is a huge confidence boost.

I’m happy that people are willing
to plug into these discussions and
learn about the history that is not
available in American history books.
Most importantly, I feel that my
voice and the voice of my ancestors
are being heard and recognized.

WarnerMedia Equity & Inclusion Report 2020/21

I understand to an extent: when
I joined the company, I presented
as male because I wasn’t ready
to be out.
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The WM Inclusive, our
equity and inclusion content
hub, is a celebration of
everything we stand for.
Here’s why we’re opening
it up to the world.

INSIGHTS &
EXPERTISE
INDUSTRY
PERSPECTIVES
The WM Inclusive

WHEN YOU SEE US,
YOU SEE YOU
BEHINDTHESCENES
ACCESS

“WarnerMedia is the home for
exceptional creatives across the
spectrum of gender, race, sexuality
and more. We’re also home to a
global workforce that’s passionate
about reflecting genuine stories in
their home countries.
The Equity and Inclusion
Communications Team created
‘The WM Inclusive’ to celebrate the
authenticity of our content and the
excellence of our workforce through
the lens of equity and inclusion.

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEWS

But, most importantly, it’s where
colleagues share their stories and
see themselves. The platform’s inhouse success inspired us to push
its potential beyond our firewalls.
We’ll share ‘The WM Inclusive’ with
our partners, collaborators and
audiences so that they can see how
we’re trying every day to reflect
the audiences and communities we
have the privilege to serve.”
James Anderson
Head of Corporate Communications
and Marketing
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THERE’S
SO MUCH
MORE
TO COME
For us, equity + inclusion = diversity.
We’re working to create the systems that
provide fairness and environments
that are welcoming, to enable more diversity.
Here are four ways we’re doing this.

CAREERS
This year, we launched
WarnerMedia Fellows with
an inaugural U.S. cohort
of 75 SVPs who identify
as Black, Asian American,
Latinx or multiracial.
This six-month program
was designed to generate
both individual growth and
collective transformation
by providing executives of
color access to resources
and information that
support their career
advancement, increase
their visibility to each
other and other leaders,
resulting in more
opportunities to shape
the future. Speakers in
the program included
thought leaders such as
former Obama senior
advisor Valerie Jarrett and
Harvard Business School’s
Prof. Frances Frei.

PROGRAMS

We’re using the power
of our content to open the
industry. The “Game of
We’re focusing on authentic Thrones” prequel, “House
connections with our
of the Dragon,” is not only
graduate recruitment.
an opportunity to serve
our audiences, it’s also an
We’re leaning into our
opportunity to offer more
storytelling DNA and our
internal HBCU (Historically training globally.
Black Colleges and
Through “House of the
Universities) community
Dragon,” we’re offering
to support our outreach
two director mentorships,
to HBCU future graduates. apprenticeships, 10 camera
Who better to showcase
assistant traineeships and
all that WarnerMedia
three virtual production
can offer?
stage assistant paid
placements in the U.K.
Meet our HBCU alumni

RECRUITMENT

PRODUCTION

From set dressers to camera,
our 100,000+ production
cast and crew are our
frontline changemakers.
Every decision made on set
impacts how we view the
world and each other.
Our aspiration is simple:
to have the safest, most
inclusive sets in the world.

We’re setting the standard
and supporting our
productions to ensure talent
is the primary predictor of
We’ve also partnered with success, everyone on set is
treated with dignity, and
ScreenSkills in the U.K. to
support 20 apprenticeships our sets and stories are as
diverse as the people who
for production assistants
watch them — establishing
and assistant production
equity and inclusion as
accountants.
business imperatives, from
pitch to post-production.

Read
	
more about
WarnerMedia Fellows
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Read the full WarnerMedia Equity
& Inclusion Report 2020/21
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